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3VM[�VU�3HRL�is the original Chicago loft space, offering all the 
quintessential loft-style elements. Located in the West Loop 
neighborhood, we're nestled in part of the most bustling and 
growing neighborhoods in the city. The space is completely 
customizable, allowing you to express yourselves however you 
like, while also offering enough that you don't have to do much at 
all!

Our loft-style features include gloss-top concrete floors, peachy 
brick walls, wooden ceilings and exposed ductwork, plus our most 
awesome features are our amazing 20ft tall bow truss ceiling & 65ft 
skylight that runs the length of the main space. All the outdoor 
vibes in a completely temperature controlled environment! We 
also have really great lighting throughout, all on dimmers, to help 
set the perfect ambiance from daylight into night.

We're just a stones throw away from the Fulton Market District and 
Randolph street's Restaurant Row, full of bars, cafes and shopping, 
as well as easy access from both 90/94 and 290 expressways, 
affordable parking options nearby as well as great hotels! @V\� JHU� 
MPUK� HU`[OPUN� ̀ V\�ULLK�^P[OV\[�L]LU�SLH]PUN�[OL�>LZ[�3VVW�

3VM[�VU�3HRL�(^HYKZ!
2023 Best of The Knot & Wedding Wire
2022 Best of The Knot & Wedding Wire 
�����>LKKPUN�:WV[�>PUULY���)LZ[�VM����� 
��� �3\_\Y`�;YH]LS�.\PKL�>PUULY���)LZ[�<YIHU�,]LU[�=LU\L� 
��� �3<?�3PML�4HNHaPUL���)LZ[�>LKKPUN��,]LU[Z�=LU\L 
�����>LKKPUN�:WV[�>PUULY���)LZ[�PU�*SHZZ 
�����)Pa)HZO�-PUHSPZ[�MVY�)LZ[�=LU\L�4HUHNLY� 
�����)LZ[�VM�*OPJHNV�(^HYK���=LU\L�HUK�,]LU[�:WHJL� 
�������� �7LVWSL�3V]L�<Z�VU�@LSW 
�����)Pa)HZO�-PUHSPZ[���)LZ[�=LU\L�4HUHNLY� 
��� �)Pa)HZO�>PUULY���)LZ[�5L^�=LU\L

-PUK�\Z�VU!
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 Cerem   ny
nly

�3�5����OV\Y�YLU[HS
This time frame includes setup and breakdown time, 

tables, chairs and standard white or black linens. Ideal for 

ceremony, and potentially cVJR[HPS hour afterward. 

If you're having any food or alcohol served, you may contract any of  our 

amazing JH[LYPUN�WHY[ULYZ! All are licensed and insured to handle your event. 

To serve alcohol you MUST have a licensed vendor on site.

Ceremony only rentals are limited to non-Saturday dates.

2024-2025 9H[LZ ���� 

Saturdays

Saturdays during off-season months (Jan-Mar) $5,600 

 -YPKH`�:\UKH` $6,000�

$7,000

Weekdays $5,000�

Fridays/Sundays during off-season months (Jan-Mar) $5,000 

Mon-Thur Non-Holiday Dates

Holidays $7,000�
Includes holiday weekend dates

New Years' Eve $7,500
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*VJR[HPS�Lounge Area w/ Furniture
Wedding Party Suite 
>L[�IHY�HYLH�^P[O�NYHUP[L�JV\U[LYZ 
-\SS�:LY]PJL�2P[JOLU�^P[O�*VTTLYJPHS�.YHKL�(WWSPHUJLZ� 
������HUK�HKKP[PVUHS�JH[LYPUN�WYLW�HYLH�  
Restrooms located in front and rear of space 
:[YLL[�SL]LS�LU[YHUJLZ���NYLH[�MVY�SVHK�PU�V\[� 
Two�9LZLY]LK�WHYRPUN�ZWHJLZ�PU�WYP]H[L�WHYRPUN�SV[ 
Two parking garages within short walking distance for   

      easy guest parking

3PNO[PUN��,SLJ[YPJHS���6�����]HS\L�PUJS\KLK�!�

*OHUKLSPLYZ�PU�*VJR[HPS�YVVT�HUK�MYVU[�OHSS + Entry way gold 
      globe lighting 
3PNO[PUN�PU�Main SWHJL!�7LYPTL[LY�\W�SPNO[PUN�^P[O     
      JVSVY�3,+�I\SIZ��LED Globe�:[YPUN�SPNO[Z��)S\L�3,+����� ft)� 
������HYV\UK�[OL�:R`SPNO[ 
��¹�;=�PU�*VJR[HPS�YVVT�MVY�WOV[V�ZSPKLZOV^��ZLH[PUN�JOHY[��L[J�� 
����HTWZ�VM�WV^LY�[OYV\NOV\[ 
200 mbps >0-0� 
(SS�SPNO[PUN�PZ�VU�KPTTLYZ�[V�JYLH[L�[OL�WLYMLJ[�HTIPHUJL�

+YHWPUN���������]HS\L�PUJS\KLK�!

>OP[L�+YHWLZ�H[�4HPU�9VVT�LU[YHUJL
.YH`�9L[YHJ[HISL�+YHWPUN�[V�JSVZL�VMM�JH[LYPUN�WYLW�HYLH�
>OP[L�9L[YHJ[HISL�+YHWPUN�MVY�[YHUZP[PVUPUN�MYVT�JLYLTVU`�

PU[V�JVJR[HPS�OV\Y

-\YUP[\YL���8�����]HS\L�PUJS\KLK�!

�������¹�9V\UK�.\LZ[�[HISLZ��ZLH[Z������WLY�[HISL�
     - Natural Wooden Folding Chairs w/ White Pads
10���/PNOIV`Z�
�������M[�9LJ[HUNSL�[HISLZ�
��4����M[�9LJ[HUNSL�[HISLZ�

�������M[�>VVKLU�Farm ;HISL� УХТаΫПНЮР�аНОШС or sweetheart table
������� �9VSSPUN�>OP[L�.SV^�)HY��WLYMLJ[�MVY�KLJHSZ����

Lounge Furniture in Cocktail Area

(JJLZZPIPSP[`�-LH[\YLZ! 

�����;OL�LU[PYL�ZWHJL�PZ�NYV\UK�MSVVY�^P[O�H�YLHY��KV\ISL�KVVY� 

��������SHYNL�LUV\NO�[V�KYP]L�H�]LOPJSL�[OYV\NO�

�ADA HJJLZZPISL�Entrances & Restrooms

(4,50;0,:�05*3<+,+�05�9,5;(3

0[LTZ�H]HPSHISL�[V�YLU[!
 ��5��7VWJVYU�THJOPUL�

         �100�ZLY]PUNZ�VM�WVWJVYU�HUK�IHNZ�PUJS\KLK�� 

�40-100 Ceremony Arch Rentals - various options

όС�ФНвС�вНЮХЫбЯ�РСПЫЮ�ХаСЩЯ�ТЫЮ�ЮСЪа�ЯбПФ�НЯ�ПНЮР�ОЫдСЯΑ�аНОШС�ЪбЩОСЮЯΑ�ЬФЫаЫ�
ОНПЧРЮЫЬЯΑ�ПНЪРШСЯ�гХаФ�ПеШХЪРСЮЯ�ЫЮ�вЫаХвСЯΑ�СаПΔ�θЫЪаНПа�бЯ�ТЫЮ�ЩЫЮС�ХЪТЫΖ

150

Contact an outside vendor for ceremony backdrops! 
      See vendor recommendation page
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Access to entire 1st floor - 4800 sqft 

Versatile & customizable space to fit any specification!

No posts or obstructed views throughout, 12-20ft ceilings 

65ft skylight allowing plenty of natural light 

Abundant Lighting Throughout included with Venue Rental 

(PY�*VUKP[PVULK���/LH[LK 

AI\UKHU[�,SLJ[YPJHS located near MSVVY��JLPSPUN 

3HYNL�*H[LYPUN�7YLW�2P[JOLU��7YLW�9VVT 

3HYNL�2P[JOLU�0ZSHUK�MVY�)\MML[Z��)HY��VY�+LZZLY[Z 

/HUKPJHW�(JJLZZPISL�9LZ[YVVTZ�WS\Z�[YHKP[PVUHS�Z[HSS
YLZ[YVVTZ�PU�MYVU[ :[YLL[�3L]LS�,U[YHUJLZ��-YVU[�(UK�)HJR 

�»�_��»�-[��>PKL�9LHY�+VVYZ�MVY�,HZ`�3VHK�PU�V\[�
All table types & natural wooden folding chairs included
Nearby Parking Garage - 2 min walk to front door

CAPACITY RECOMMENDATIONS:
  125 Guests for Ceremony + Reception
  150 Guests for Reception Only

175-200 Guests for Cocktail Style Reception

Each outlet is 20 ampL’ X W’
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����.\LZ[Z�|�King's�;HISL (30 guests) + 12 Rounds of 10 guests

����.\LZ[Z�|�Head Table + 14 Rounds of 9 or 10 guests

����.\LZ[Z�|�Reception Only, Central Dance Floor

*LYLTVU`�:L[\W�|�3VUN, Classic option, use existing gray drapes or have a vendor create a pipe & drape
backdrop in any color/design you like. 

,?(473,�-3669�73(5:
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*LYLTVU`�:L[\W�|�:PKL; Allows use of brick wall to bring loft tones in backdrop of ceremony images.
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We have 150 Natural Wooden Folding Chairs with 

ivory pads included with your rental of the venue, 

pictured below. 

If you'd like a chair upgrade we can secure chiavari 

chair rentals (pictured right) for just $6/each, including 

chair pad, in a variety of colors.

We put a tentative order in for your event date in 

whatever color chair and pad combo you prefer, we 

can always finalize that count before your final venue 

payment is due. Oftentimes a delivery fee is not 

required, but if so it's just $100. 

If you would prefer a different style of chair to these  

two options, talk with your planner or caterer to see the 

options available to you! =PU`S�7HKZ

-HIYPJ�7HKZ
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:HYHO�9H`TVUK 
ZYH`TVUK'ZIYL]LU[Z�JVT� 
[Y\J\PZPUL�JVT
�������������

COCINA FUSION
Juliana Barrientos
juliana@cocinafusionchicago.net 
weddingcateringchicago.net 
773.430.4328�

ELEGANTE CUISINE
Trish Ullrich
pullrich@elegante.net
elegante�UL[�| 847.806.0000 x 227

BIG DELICIOUS PLANET  
Grace Hamilton
hello'bigdeliciousplanet�JVT� 
bigdeliciousplanet�JVT��  
312�455�1019 

,5;,9;(0505.�*647(5@ 
1HUL�4LUZPUN 
QHUL'LU[LY[HPUPUNJVTWHU`�JVT� 
LU[LY[HPUPUNJVTWHU`�JVT� 
������������

*(;,905.�)@�40*/(,3:��� 
4VYPHO�.YLLUOPSS 
TNYLLUOPSS'JH[LYPUNI`TPJOHLSZ�JVT� 
JH[LYPUNI`TPJOHLSZ�JVT�� 
������������

NORTHERN FORK
Katie Boyd      
katie.boyd@northernfork.com 
northernfork�JVT�c�847.758.1818

ONE OFF HOSPITALITY(Big Star, 
Publican, etc.) 
vipevents@oneoffhospitality�JVT� 
oneoffhospitality.com/ourconcepts� 

LULA CAFE
Anna Heerwagen
events@lulacafe.com 
@lulacafeevents | lulacafe.com 
����479.4768

CATERED BY DESIGN
Matt Gray
mattg@cateredbydesign.com 
cateredbydesign.com 
847.965.4094 x 206

BUTTER + VINE 
Sue Warrich
sue@butterandvine.com 
butterandvine.JVT   
312.437.1081

+�():63<;,
*OYPZ�*VUZ[HU[PUL 
PUMV'KHIZVS\[L�JVT� 
KHIZVS\[L�JVT� c� �����������6

JORDAN'S FOOD OF 
DISTINCTION�
Pam Spritz
pam@jfod.com 
jfod.com | 847.814.4700

CONNIE'S PIZZA & CATERING 
JoAnn Novak� 
catering@conniespizza.com 
conniespizza.com/catering� 
312.326.3443 x 318

CHIC CHEF  
Ravi Jayara 
info@chicchefcatering.com 
chicchefcatering.com 
630.359.5475

GREEN SPOON KITCHEN
Monica Picchietti
monica@greenspoonkitchen.com� 
greenspoonkitchen.com�    
312.241.2416

)HY���:[HMMPUN�:LY]PJLZ!

:790;A636.@� 
Ricky Spritz
info@spritzology.com 
spritzology.com  |  773�278�8111

1,>,33�,=,5;:�*(;,905.� 
Jennifer LoCasto 
jlocasto'NLVYNLQL^LSS�JVT� 
NLVYNLQL^LSS�JVT  |  ���.374.8219

/,(9;@�)6@:
(S`ZVU�.YLLU� 
HS`ZVU'OLHY[`IV`Z�JVT� 
OLHY[`IV`Z�JVT    
�������� ����_����

-66+�-69�;/6<./; 
Diana Streit
dstreit'MM[JOPJHNV�JVT� 
MM[JOPJHNV�JVT�c�773.495.3989

WOODEN PADDLE  
catering@woodenpaddle.com� 
woodenpaddle�JVT  |  630.326.8150

GREEN SPOON KITCHEN 
Monica Picchietti 
monica@greenspoonkitchen.com� 
greenspoonkitchen.JVT   
����241.2416

13�*(;,905.
Ted Grady 
tedgrady'QHUKSJH[LYPUN�JVT� 
QHUKSJH[LYPUN�JVT  |  ��������� ���

4(0:65�*<0:05,   
+HUPLSSL�>OLLSLY 
KHUPLSSL'THPZVUJ\PZPUL�JVT� 
THPZVUJ\PZPUL�JVT�c������������ 

7(9(46<5;�,=,5;: 
Jennifer Vahle
jvahle@paramounteventschicago.com� 
paramounteventschicago�JVT�  
773.880.8044

(4(A05.�,+0)3,:
Andrea Herrera 
andrea'HTHaPUNLKPISLZJH[LYPUN�JVT 
JH[LYHTHaPUN�JVT  |  ������������

CORKY'S CATERING
Kristina Hickey
khickey@corkyscatering.com� 
corkcatering�JVT  |  630.932.3410

SWEET BABY RAYS
Sarah Raymond
sraymond@sbrevents.com 
sbrevents.com  |  312.724.6000

Are you required to select a caterer 
from this list? Yes.

Use of an off-list caterer will incur a 
$1,500 fee and we'll need to obtain 
proper licensing/insurance 
information prior to approval of use. 
This is only approved in extreme 
circumstances.

= Eco-Concious Caterer
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ART OF IMAGINATION 
+LIVYHO�| PUMV'HY[VMPTHNPUH[PVU�JVT� 
HY[VMPTHNPUH[PVU�JVT  |  ������������

4+4�,NTERTAINMENT
PH[[PH'TKTLU[LY[HPUTLU[�JVT� 
TKTLU[LY[HPUTLU[�JVT  |  ��������� ��

ELEGANT EVENT LIGHTING 
eelchicago.com  |  847.841.3890

CHANCE PRODUCTIONS
hello@chanceproevents.com 
chanceproevents.com  |  608.709.8226

Rentals

BOWERY & BASH
specialty furniture, rugs, pillows, etc 
info@@boweryandbash.com 
boweryandbash.com  |  312.882.1891

ARCANA VINTAGE RENTALS 
table decor, rugs, furniture, etc
Kate@arcanarentals.com 
arcanarentals.com  |  312.340.9244

CHICAGO FARM TABLES
Jill  |  sales@chicagofarmtables.com 
chicagofarmtables.com  |  773.750.8170

Valet

VIP VALET
info@vipvaletservices.com 
vipvaletservices.com 
847.464.5271

5 STAR VALET
fivestarvalet@comcast.net
fivestarvalet.com
847.312.6898

West Loop /V[LSZ

EMILY HOTEL
Laura | lmitchell@emilyhotel.com
emilyhotel.com | ��������� �9

THE HOXTON
nat.lemus@thehox.com
thehoxton.com/chicago | 312.761.1700

HYATT HOUSE 
melissa.bisch@hyatt.com
31��619.5073

NOBU HOTEL
chicago.nobuhotels.com | 312.779.8888
reservations@nobuhotelchicago.com

Transportation
PONTARELLI
pauline@pontarellico.com 
pontarelliischicago.com 
312.226.5466 x 110

Desserts

DESIREE CHOCOLATES & DESSERTS 
desireechocs@gmail.com 
desireechocolateZ�JVT 847.444.1263

WEST TOWN BAKERY
cakes@westtownbakery.com 
westtownbakery.com/weddings  
312.256.2653

Officiant
ZEN EVENTS
Nicole Zenner
nicole@zeneventschicago.com
zeneventschicago.com | 773.391.9997

FOREVER INCREDIBLE
carla@foreverincredible.com
chicagolandweddingofficiant.com
773.453.5381

+1Z��3P]L�)HUKZ

CAGE & AQUARIUM������
trevor@cageandaquarium.com 
cageandaquarium.com | 312.725.2243

TURNTABLE MANNERS
Jason - DJ Wrek
turntablemanners@gmail.com

+1�*HICAGO�
Nick  |  KQ'KQ�JOPJHNV�JVT 
KQ�JOPJHNV�JVT� |  ������������

MAX DAVIS 
maxdavis1@gmail�JVT� 
773.484.0175

TOAST & JAM
toastandjamdjs.com/contact

BLUE WATER KINGS 
9HJOLS�4HKPZVU 
PUMV'IS\L^H[LYRPUNZIHUK�JVT� 
IS\L^H[LYRPUNZIHUK�JVT� 
������������

DAVID ROTHSTEIN MUSIC 
david@drsmusic.com
drsmusic.com  |  773.719.7610

LAKESHORE ENCORES 
thegoldcoastallstars@gmail.com 
goldcoasteventschicago.com� 
����898.4073

:[YPUNZ

4LN�9VKNLYZ���/HYWPZ[� 
TLNYVKNLYZOHYW'HVS�JVT� 
TLNYVKNLYZ�UL[� |  �� ��� �����

Innocenti Strings 
Anna Gillan 
anna@innocentiquartet.com 
innocentiquartet.com 815.238.7735

=,5+69�9,*644,5+(;065:� 

7OV[VNYHWO`

LOFTY >,++05.: 
our in house photo team! 
SVM[`^LKKPUNZ�JVT
Chat with Jill: ����860.3166
jill@loftonlake.com

MAURA BLACK PHOTOGRAPHY
maurablackphotography@gmail.com
maurablackphotography.com 
@maurablackphotography 
847.376.9260

*VMMLL

ON THE GO JO� 
4VIPSL�:WLJPHS[`�*VMMLL�*HY[� 
PUMV'VU[OLNVQV�JVMMLL� 
VU[OLNVQV�JVMMLL | ������������

-SVYPZ[Z

STEVE'S FLOWER MARKET 
PUMV'Z[L]LZMSV^LYTHYRL[�JVT� 
Z[L]LZMSV^LYTHYRL[�JVT� 
���� � �����

FLORA CHICAGO 
PUMV'MSVYHJOPJHNV�JVT� 
MSVYHJOPJHNV�JVT | ���� � �����

BOU K BRIDAL
Kara | info@boukbridal.com 
boukbridal�JVT | 847.809.2290

ECOWILDE FLOWER CO. 
emily@ecowilde.com 
ecowilde.com | 708.665.5787

We're open vendor for every vendor category outside of catering.  These are vendors we highly recommend, 
and don't forget to check our website for more recommendations, too!



DAY-OF COORDINATION

Someone from Loft on Lake will always be present during your wedding 

celebration, we monitor the venue to ensure safety and comfort for you and your 

guests and are available to assist your caterer whenever needed.    Having 

someone outside of your family or friends to oversee the day will provide 

extra peace of mind that your big day goes as planned! 

Our Venue Director, Jill, has over 15 years of experience in catering and 

event management, so she understands all the transitions of the day, both as an 

event planner and as a bride herself, as well as front of house to back of 

house. She'll work with all of your vendors to ensure everything goes 

smoothly, beginning with arrival of deliveries and vendors, guiding you 

through the ceremony, overseeing setup during the room flip, keeping you 

on timeline throughout the night, ensuring your gifts & cards are safe plus all 

the little things that create an amazing atmosphere for you and your family 

& friends to enjoy one another!

The process begins 2-3 months before the wedding, you'll schedule a 

meeting or phone call together and go over all of the details that you have 

planned, with Jill providing guidance and recommendations. About a 

month out from the wedding, she'll help you coordinate a Final Walk 

Through with your caterer so you can finalize a floor plan, discuss 

vendors, schedule deliveries and setup times, etc. Our inventory of decor 

rental items (eg: card boxes, table numbers, etc) are included with DOC, so be 

sure to peep the catalog to see all the options available! We also have candle 

packages available at affordable prices.

Day-of Coordination with Jill @ Loft on Lake  |  $1,500

Jill Garrett

Jill@loftonlake.com

Call/Text our office line: 312.860.3166

Jill became a member of the Garrett family 
in September 2019, after having met her husband 
Evan while attending an event at Loft on Lake in 
2013. Six years later they hosted their ceremony & 
reception in the same location they first met!



Our in house photo booth is exclusively for Loft on Lake 
clients, so it's always available for your event!

When you rent our Lofty Photo Booth for your event, 
you and your guests will enjoy unlimited photos and 
prints. Our props are unique and high quality, you 
can also add your logo or create a photo album. 

- Choose your style of
photo booth

- up to 5ish hours of photos

- Add Date, Names or Logo
on bottom of photo strips

INSTANT PRINTS
After you exit the booth, two 2x6 high-
quality photo strips print instantly, with 
reprint option.  

ONLINE DIGITAL ACCESS
After your event, you have full download 
rights to all of your digital images, most 
groups take around 100 shots throughout 
the event. A great way to see all the fun 
your guests had!

HATS

MASKS

MUSTACHES

 GLASSES

 FRAMES

& MORE

PROPS

We got funny hats and glasses, picture 
frames and hand signs. You're welcome 
to provide your own if you prefer.    

CUSTOMIZE YOUR STYLE
You can opt for the classic enclosed 
photobooth,  or create an open style 
using the brick walls as a backdrop.

Photo Booth  

Photo Guest book  

Luxe Photo Album 

$800

65

250
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When you book your wedding with Loft on Lake, we extend a large 
discount if you also reserve our in-house photography services with 
LoftyWeddings! 

Our pricing includes cost of shooting your wedding day, processing 
files, post-editing, then delivering your gallery on our website for 
download. Online print orders are also available for your images. 

     7OV[VNYHWO`�7HJRHNL�0UJS\KLZ!
Ć *V]LYHNL�VM�JLYLTVU`��YLJLW[PVU�H[�3VM[�VU�3HRL 
Ć ;^V�WOV[VNYHWOLYZ
Ć Delivery via website download 
Ć 6U�SPUL�print orders available

�3,5�� ��OV\YZ�VM�JV]LYHNL 
���OV\YZ�VM�JV]LYHNL �4�0��

>LKKPUN�(SI\T
(KK�H����WHNL����_���Wedding Album [V�`V\Y� 
^LKKPUN�VY�LUNHNLTLU[� WHJRHNL�MVY�HU�HKKP[PVUHS $600 
Contact us to discuss options available!�

,UNHNLTLU[�:LZZPVU�7OV[VNYHWO`�Z[\KPV�
VY�VU�SVJH[PVU�PUJS\KLZ!

Ć 0U�:[\KPV�ZLZZPVU ��    ���4�� 
Ć 6U�SVJH[PVU�ZLZZPVU��VUL�WOV[VNYHWOLY

���5��

�6��

2�OV\Ys�VM�JV]LYHNL��� 
3�OV\YZ�VM�JV]LYHNL� 
4�OV\YZ�VM�JV]LYHNL� �8����



/V^�THU`�OV\YZ�HYL�PUJS\KLK�PU�[OL�YLU[HS&� 
>LKKPUN�YLU[HSZ�PUJS\KLZ����OV\YZ��NLULYHSS`�]LUKVYZ�OH]L�HJJLZZ�[V�[OL�ZWHJL� 
H[��WT�HUK�`V\Y�SHZ[�ZVUN�^PSS�WlH`�H[�TPKUPNO[��@V\Y�N\LZ[Z�^PSS�[OLU�OH]L�ZVTL� 
[PTL�[V�THRL�[OLPY�^H`�[V�[OL�L_P[�^OPSL�`V\Y�JH[LYLY�MPUPZOLZ�JSLHUPUN�\W�

/V^�THU`�WLVWSL�JHU�IL�ZLH[LK&�� 
>L�JHU�ZLH[�����N\LZ[Z�^P[O�KHUJL�MSVVY�MVY�H�ZLH[LK�KPUULY�HUK����PZO�MVY�H� 
JVJR[HPS�Z[`SL�YLJLW[PVU��;OL�HTV\U[�VM�M\YUP[\YL�PU�[OL�ZWHJL�^PSS�HMMLJ[�JHWHJP[`�

>OH[�PZ�PUJS\KLK�PU�[OL�YLU[HS�MLL&� 
4,800�ZX�M[�VM�\ZHISL�ZWHJL�MVY�`V\Y�L]LU[�PUJS\KPUN�[OL�4HPU�9VVT��*VJR[HPS� 
3V\UNL�^P[O�3V\UNL�-\YUP[\YL��3HYNL�)YPKHS�:\P[L��-\SS�:LY]PJL�2P[JOLU�^P[O� 
*VTTLYJPHS�.YHKL�(WWSPHUJLZ��HKKP[PVUHS�*H[LYPUN�7YLW�(YLH��*VH[�*SVZL[�^P[O� 
YHJRZ��OHUNLYZ��7LYPTL[LY�<WSPNO[PUN��^P[O�JVSVY�VW[PVUZ�H]HPSHISL�MVY�KHUJPUN��� 
�V]LYOLHK�*HML�3PNO[Z��+PTTHISL�3PNO[PUN�[OYV\NOV\[�[OL�ZWHJL��NVYNLV\Z�SVM[� 
MLH[\YLZ����¹�4VUP[VY�[V�KPZWSH`�H�WOV[V�ZSPKLZOV^�^LSJVTL�ZPNU�ZLH[PUN�JOHY[�� 
HSS�[`WLZ�VM�[HISLZ��LHZ`�NVPUN��MSL_PISL�MVSRZ�[V�^VYR�^P[O�

+V�0�OH]L�[V�YLU[�[HISLZ�HUK�JOHPYZ&� 
Tables & chairs are all included in rental: 66" rounds, 6ft, 8fts, cocktail tables 
and 150 natural wooden folding chairs available for you to use.

If you'd like to upgrade your chairs, we work directly with a chiavari chair 
partner to provide super affordable (and comfortable) chairs at just $6/each, 
generally with no delivery fee. You have a choice of 6 colors of chairs and 5 
colors of pads.

>OH[�Z�[OL�WHYRPUN�ZP[\H[PVU�SPRL&� 
6UL�KLKPJH[LK�WHYRPUN�ZWV[�PZ�YLZLY]LK�MVY�`V\Y�JH[LYLY��two WHYRPUN�ZWV[s are�MVY 
`V\�[V�\ZL�HZ�`V\�SPRL��MVY�`V\YZLSM��WHYLU[Z�VY�HUV[OLY�]LUKVY���>L�HYL�SVJH[LK� 
ULHY�[^V�.YLLU�7PUR�3PUL�[YHPU�Z[VWZ���4VYNHU�VY�(ZOSHUK��4VZ[�N\LZ[Z�^PSS�\ZL� 
YPKLZOHYL�ZLY]PJLZ��I\[�[OLYL�HYL�WHYRPUN�NHYHNLZ�PU�[OL�PTTLKPH[L�HYLH�MVY�MVSRZ� 
^OV�HYL�KYP]PUN��(1330 W Fulton +1371 W Randolph).  You're welcome to 
provide valet or a shuttle for your guests, as well.

+V�0�OH]L�[V�\ZL�H�WSHUULY�VY�KH`�VM�JVVYKPUH[VY& 
5V[�YLX\PYLK��I\[�P[�Z�JLY[HPUS`�OLSWM\S�ZV�`V\�JHU�[Y\S`�LUQV`�`V\Y�KH`�Z[YLZZ� 
MYLL��>L�VMMLY�+H`�VM�*VVYKPUH[PVU�[OYV\NO�[OL�]LU\L�H[�Q\Z[��1,5��. CVU[HJ[� 
1PSS'SVM[VUSHRL�JVT�MVY�TVYL�KL[HPSZ! Recommended to book this service at least 
two months prior to your wedding day so we can start going over your details.

>OH[�HYL�[OL�JSVZLZ[�OV[LSZ&�
Emily Hotel,  The Hoxton,  Hyatt House, NOBU,  Crowne Plaza,  Hotel 
Chicago,  Homewood Suites are all nearby.

>PSS�`V\�IL�[OLYL�MVY�T`�L]LU[& 
6M�JV\YZL��:VTLVUL�MYVT�3VM[�VU�3HRL�^PSS�HS^H`Z�IL�VU�OHUK�[OYV\NOV\[�[OL� 
L]LU[��>L�TVUP[VY�[LTWLYH[\YL��SPNO[PUN��YLZ[YVVTZ�HUK�LUZ\YL�N\LZ[Z�KVU�[�NV� 
V\[ZPKL�^P[O�HSJVOVS��HUK�HYL�OLYL�ZOV\SK�HU`VUL�ULLK�HU`[OPUN�OH]L�X\LZ[PVUZ�

+V�`V\�WYV]PKL�JVH[�JOLJR�ZLY]PJL& 
>L�OH]L�H�JVH[�JSVZL[�^P[O�YHJRZ�HUK�OHUNLYZ��.LULYHSS`�`V\Y�JH[LYLY�JHU�Z[HMM� 
[OPZ��TVZ[�L]LU[Z�^PSS�KV�TVYL�VM�H�	ZLSM�ZLY]PJL�JVH[�JOLJR	

*HU�^L�OHUN�[OPUNZ�VU�`V\Y�^HSSZ&� 
5V�UL^�UHPS�OVSLZ�HYL�HSSV^LK��I\[�[OLYL�HYL�THU`�UHPSZ�HUK�HUJOVY�WVPU[Z�[OH[� 
HSYLHK`�L_PZ[�PU�[OL�ZWHJL�MYVT�[OL�WHZ[��5�`LHYZ�VM�L]LU[Z��`V\�YL�^LSJVTL�[V� 
\ZL�HU`[OPUN�WYL�L_PZ[PUN��HUK�\ZPUN�JVTTHUK�Z[YPWZ�VY�Z[PJR`�[HJR�VU�KY`^HSS�� 
>L�KV�OH]L�H�SHKKLY�MVY�`V\Y�\ZL�HS[OV\NO�^L�KV�YLX\PYL�H�ZPNULK�^HP]LY�VM� 
SPHIPSP[`��>L�HYL�+0@�MYPLUKS`��ZV�NV�VU�HUK�NL[�JYLH[P]L�

*HU�0�IYPUN�PU�T`�V^U�HSJVOVS&� 
@LZ��^L�YL�)@6)�ZV�`V\�YL�^LSJVTL�[V�Z[VJR�`V\Y�IHY�OV^L]LY�`V\�SPRL��You'd 
be welcome to work with Binny's, Garfield's or Prestige to have your alcohol 
order delivered directly to the venue on the day of your event. 
@V\�JHU�HSZV�W\YJOHZL�IHY�WHJRHNLZ�MYVT�HU`�VM�[OL�JH[LYLYZ�VU�V\Y�SPZ[��(SS�SPX\
VY�T\Z[�IL�ZLY]LK�I`�H�SPJLUZLK�IHY[LUKLY��@V\Y�JH[LYLY must provide all of your 
staffing, including bartenders, as well as insurance & food/liquor licenses. 

We SV]L�P[��/V^�KV�0�reserve�[OL�ZWHJL&� 
9LX\LZ[�H�JVU[YHJ[�HUK�YL[\YU�P[�^P[OPU�VUL�^LLR�ZPNULK�HSVUN�^P[O�����KLWVZP[ 
[V�VMMPJPHSS`�ZLJ\YL�`V\Y�KH[L��;OL�IHSHUJL�^PSS�IL�K\L���TVU[OZ�WYPVY�[V�`V\Y� 
wedding date��>L�provide a fully electronic booking process, and will provide a 
payment link for you to utilize. 

What extra fees are required to reserve the space?
The only misc fee we include with rental rate is $150 to cover the trash, 
recycling & composting from your event. No additional gratuities are added, 
and rental rates are inclusive of tax.�

+V�^L�OH]L�[V�\ZL�VUL�VM�`V\Y�WYL�HWWYV]LK�JH[LYLYZ&� 
@ES��[OPZ�PZ�WYLJPZLS`�[OL�YLHZVU�MVY�OH]PUN�H�WYL�HWWYV]LK�SPZ[��Our catering 
partners are all fully licensed in the City of Chicago and fully insured, they also 
^VYR�PU�V\Y�ZWHJL�YLN\SHYS`�HUK�^PSS�IL�HISL�[V�WYV]PKL�NYLH[�N\PKHUJL�VU� 
WSHJLTLU[��MSV^��L[J��

36-;�65�3(2,�-AQ



ALL IN THE FAMILY
Loft on Lake is family owned and operated. We strive to offer a wonderful experience to every 
couple that decides to get married in our space. We understand the magnitude of the day and 
appreciate all that entrust such an important event to our team. We are all about family, we are 
flexible, and friendly. We support marriage equality and welcome children and dogs in the 
space. All are welcome here, all the time!

OUR NEIGHBORHOOD & SUSTAINABILITY
We're fully invested building owners, and are committed to the neighborhood and how we can 
contribute to the area. Loft on Lake is continually improving, whether it's installing new fixtures 
or switching to LED and energy efficient technologies. We know the difference is in the details 
so we continue to upgrade and refine to make for the best experiences possible.

CONFIGURED FOR ALL TYPES OF EVENTS
Loft on Lake has remarkable versatility, with no posts throughout the space which allows for 
open floor plans without anything you're forced to work around. With ground level entrances, 
load in is a breeze! The rear doors open to 8 ft wide and can accommodate vehicle entry, as 
well as load in of stages, furniture and other any other equipment. Our floors are epoxy coated 
concrete so no additional flooring is required.

BEAUTIFUL BOTH DAY AND NIGHT 
Loft on Lake is a quintessential Chicago loft space, and one of the originals in the area! Our 
skylight sets the tone for the room, reflecting pure white light during daytime that is perfect for 
creative brainstorming sessions, team-building parties, networking opportunities, etc., and in 
the evening the ambient lighting creates a warm glow that is reflected throughout the space, 
perhaps enhanced with our colored up-lighting to create wondrous night vibes. 

GOOD VALUE 
Our rates are competitive with other similar event venues. Our space is refined and detailed, 
city chic. It doesn't require embellishments or enhancements, and you're able to create 
whatever vibe you desire should you wish to!

DIY FRIENDLY - BRING IT ON!
Other venues may discourage your self-expression or force preferred vendors. We say bring on 
the creativity and Do it Yourself, show us what you got! Our tag line is “Go on and Get 
Creative” and we mean it! It's truly wonderful to see what clients put together every weekend.

STRESS FREE PLANNING
We're always on hand to offer recommendations or help answer questions about the space 
itself and what may flow best. This is our second home, so we definitely have many years of 
experience and guidance to offer!  Visit our website for plenty of information to help you 
navigate planning your event, and never hesitate to reach out at anytime about anything at all! 
You can also consider utilizing our Day-of Coordination services for some extra hands-on help.

PEOPLE LOVE US
There is no denying that Loft on Lake has a great personality, such great energy flows through 
our walls from all of the wonderful life events that are celebrated each year! We want our 
clients to be successful so we will do all we can to make sure each event is a great one. We're 
honored and grateful to have hosted so many special events throughout the years, and look 
forward to many years to come!  CHEERS!!

• Encourage caterers to recycle during events

• Composting Service provided for all events

• LED Lighting & Energy Efficient Appliances

• Earth-friendly cleaning products

• Facilitation of Donating Leftover Florals

• Active membership in the Green Wedding Alliance

• Reduce Reuse Recylce mentality in our daily lives

SO... WHY LOFT ON LAKE?

Steve, Cher, Jill, Evan, Jessie & Joel Garrett

Loft on Lake owners, Steve & Cher Garrett, have operated successful 
photography, advertising & graphic design businesses in the Fulton 
Market area for over 25 years – among the first creatives to call this 
industrial part of the city their professional home. 

Having consolidated offices from their former Morgan Street 
location, Loft on Lake opened in 2008 as a photo studio & ad 
agency, and we now host all types of celebrations! 

As a small family owned & operated business, we're pleased to offer 
our clients and vendors great flexibility as they plan their events. We 
hope that everyone who visits Loft on Lake feels inspired and finds 
as much appreciation for this unique venue as we do!

Loft on Lake is an Earth-Friendly Venue:
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